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that conflict which has been waged through the centuries, of
which the capture of Constantinople by the Latins in 1204
and by the Turks in 1453 are the most famous episodes and
the most disastrous consequence. The mutual hatred caused
by this quarrel produced during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries the frescoes in the churches of Moldavia where the
'Latins' are represented amongst the damned, in the same
way as to the average 'Catholic' the enslavement of the
Greeks to the Ottoman yoke appeared as a divine punish-
ment as fully deserved as was the dispersion of the Jews.
The quarrel has been in the past and still remains stronger
than the ties of blood. Even to-day in despite of their
political interests it separates the Slavs who have followed
the older Rome—Croats, Slovenes, Slovaks, Czechs, and
Poles—from those whose religious centre is the New Rome
of Constantine—whether they be Serbs, Bulgarians, Rus-
sians, or Latins of the Danube lands, the Roumanians, whose
ecclesiastical language was for long the Old Slav. These
profound divisions have produced the belief that long before
1054 the schism was predestined in the nature of things: it
is considered to have been from the beginning inescapable,
fatally conditioned by the opposition of nationality and of
language. This view is false. The differences alleged between
the rites of East and West are, for the most part, such as
existed naturally in different Churches of which the eccle-
siastical historian Socrates, in the fifth century, after the
manner of Herodotus gives a curious catalogue. Divergent
customs, contradictory practices were in no wise a hindrance
to communion: they did not cause a breach of the peace. Too
great importance has been attributed to the severances
between Byzantium and Rome which occurred during
the long controversy over the Two Natures—the Acacian
schism, the Monothelite dispute. When the great debate
was concluded, it left behind it no trace any more than did
the ancient disagreements between Constantinople and
Antioch or Alexandria. Of greater significance, at first sight,
is the conflict between Leo III and Gregory II. It is thus
summarized in the conventional story: Leo the Isaurian
having endeavoured to enforce Iconoclasm upon the Church,
the Pope stirred up revolt against him in Italy, while the

